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DIY ENGINEERING

Who says you need expensive tools and machinery to be
an engineer? Using "paper mechatronics," you can build,
program, and control any machine your imagination can
dream up!

HOW DOES IT WORK?
In paper mechatronics, simple materials like paper, cardboard, and straws are
used to build the basic components of a machine. Then, lightweight
computational devices like microprocessors, sensors, and actuators are
incorporated into the constructions. The final step is programming the
machine so that it can carry out its intended actions.

CREATIVE ENGINEERING
Building machines involves prototyping, testing, analyzing, and refining until
the machine performs its desired
task. This design iteration is critical to
making innovative machines. When you are doing paper mechatronics, luckily,
the use of low cost materials like cardboard and paper mean you can create as
many prototypes as you need!

WANT TO GIVE IT A TRY?
PaperMech.net has a number of design ideas and open source software you can
use to try paper mechatronics. The creators, researchers funded by the National
Science Foundation, made PaperMech to combine low cost materials, simple
computational elements, and imagination to build working machines to
generate new ways to creatively solve problems. For example,
PaperMech can
be used to create custom DIY programmable cardboard-based microcontrollers.

THE BOTTOM LINE:

Any idea is possible with PaperMech!

CRAFTY ENGINEERS

Sherry Hsi is Executive VP for the Concord Consortium and leads the
Learning Everywhere initiative and other Innovation Lab projects. She
helped create interactive learning initiatives like Howtosmile.org, the
TechHive studio program, and an AR Sandbox exhibit.
Mike Eisenberg is a professor in the Department of Computer Science
and Institute of Cognitive Science at the University of Colorado
Boulder. He and his wife direct the Craft Technology Lab to blend
children’s crafts with technology.
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WORDS TO KNOW

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

Actuator
The "mover" component of a machine
that controls a mechanism or system
Design iteration
Cycles of prototyping, testing,
analyzing, and refining to create a
product or process
Microcontroller
A small computer on a single
integrated circuit that controlls some
or all of a device

Microcontrollers are "embedded"
inside devices to control tasks or
actions. These embedded
controllers are everywhere from
coffee makers and digital
cameras to washing machines anything that contains both
hardware and software in a
device!
What are other examples of
embedded systems?

ITERATE YOUR DESIGN! AGAIN...AND AGAIN.
Designing a prototype? Don't be
afraid to try to redesign the
mechanics. Understanding how
parts work together will help you
design a more efficient machine.

TRY IT OUT

With PaperMech, you can build a variety of
machines and interactive crafts! Explore
all the PaperMech tutorials and projects:

Up-Down & Rack-Pinion
https://concord.org
https://bit.ly/2DYVj3E
https://bit.ly/2EoKNUR
https://www.howtosmile.org
https://www.techhivestudio.org
https://arsandbox.ucdavis.edu
https://cucraftlab.org

https://bit.ly/2Eoa3um
https://bit.ly/2Iw6pT8
http://www.papermech.net
https://bit.ly/2NkBsQq
http://507movements.com
https://bit.ly/2SiG0I2
http://www.papermech.net
https://bit.ly/2Skzj8B
https://bit.ly/2GBvQ3P

Paper Mech Fish
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Any opinions, findings, and conclusions
or recommendations expressed in this
material are those of the author(s) and
do not necessarily reflect the views of
the National Science Foundation.
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